Dear Partners,
March 1st, 2022
Park Hotel Tokyo 【Tokyo, JAPAN】

Guest Rooms with Paintings Drawn Directly on the Wall
The 33rd Room “Artist Room Flowers & Grasses” is on Sale
～ We offer a stimulating stay experience of staying in a one-of-a-kind artwork room ～
Park Hotel Tokyo is offering the 33rd Artist Room, “Artist Room Kusabana,” from February 1st,
(Tues) 2022, which is a guest room with a painting drawn directly on the wall.

【URL】https://parkhoteltokyo.com/ja/

Three Characteristics of <Artist Rooms>
１． Paintings are drawn directly on the wall or the ceiling, and the room is a one-of-a-kind artwork.
２．33 rooms have been completed now, all worked on by different artists. One room is currently
under production.
３． Rooms follow our hotel concepts. There are various rooms with concepts like Castle, Sakura, and
Bamboo.

How to Use <Artist Rooms>/Recommended Occasions
-For enjoying a stay surrounded by art
-To make an anniversary memorable

-To casually experience the extraordinary in Tokyo

About Park Hotel Tokyo
Park Hotel Tokyo was established in 2003 on the 25th to 34th floors of Shiodome Media Tower as the sister hotel of Shiba Park
Hotel (established 1948 in Minato City Tokyo). On the 25th floor, there is the front desk, a restaurant, and a bar. You can also
see a view overlooking Tokyo Tower from the front desk. Guest Rooms are located on the 26th floor to the 34th floor, with a
total of 270 rooms. There are 33 Artist Rooms that have walls as canvases, which started in 2013 as a rebranding project using
art as the foundation with the concept “time and space where you can experience the sense of beauty in Japan.” It is an
ongoing project, and the project has won the Field Award at the 3rd Japan Tourism Award in 2017.
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